Wheel Away
An Italian journalist turned car
enthusiast has launched a superlative
new automotive adventure

T

he phrase “road trip” might conjure
images of chaotic family outings or
carefree teenage exploits, but you have
to admit, there’s something incredibly
freeing about hitting the open road –
especially in the wake of lockdown’s stasis. The
pandemic era has seen a rise in demand for
luxury road trips, escapes that appeal to those
hankering for freedom and adventure while
still seeking creature comforts. Among the
newest and more enticing is The Drivers Club,
founded by travel journalist and automobile
aﬁcionado Matteo Morichini. His Italian Grand
Tours promise elegance and adventure in
equal measure, allowing travellers to zip
around Italy’s seductive, bucolic landscapes in
some of the most prestigious cars of all time.
“Real luxury is having privacy, space and
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close contact with nature while discovering
new things in a comfortable, discreet fashion,”
says Morichini on the launch. “We allow our
guests to discover – at their own pace and
with the support of speciﬁcally designed road
books – an endless stream of destinations to
surprise and delight.”
And what delightful destinations they
are: the hinterlands of Sardinia, vineyards of
Tuscany and ﬁne dining in Emilia-Romagna
form part of The Drivers Club’s weeklong
Grand Tours. All include an extensively
researched and mapped-out route, the
car – self-driven or with a chauffeur – and
stays in ultra-swish hotels, trips to palaces,
yacht excursions and plenty of gastronomic
interludes. “Drives allow guests to discover the
history and culture of the territory at their own

pace,” explains the founder, who has leaned on
his decade of travel writing to craft some truly
exceptional and lesser-trodden itineraries.
“It’s much more difficult is to pick the ‘right’
trattoria or the low-key traditional homemade
kitchen in Italy, and that’s where our expertise
makes all the difference,” he adds. The
resulting tours are a delicious dichotomy of the
understated and ostentatious.
The only brainpower required from
travellers is picking from a jaw-dropping
assortment of classic cars. “Tuscan Icons
entry level is a Fiat 124 convertible from the
1970s, while an upgrade to a 1959 Mercedes
SL and Jaguar E-Type V12 makes for a
wonderful choice to drive through the rolling
hills,” explains Morichini. For Unexpected
Sardegna, he offers modern rear-wheel drives
like Porsche 718 Boxters and Lamborghini
Huracans, perfect for mountain climbs. “A
beautiful convertible car with stylish design
and emotional acoustics can greatly elevate
the travel experience on many levels, making
the route as important and pleasant as the
destination,” he explains.
This month sees the arrival of a new
journey in Emilia-Romagna, known not only
for its balsamic vinegar and Parmesan, but
also for being the cradle of Italian supercars.
Jaunts along the road from Modena to Parma
include artsy escapades in Ravenna and
plenty of visits to mouthwatering Michelinstar eateries. Going forward, The Drivers
Club will unveil two new journeys each
season – a Dolomites Grand Tour launches
1 December – and an exclusive referral-only
member’s club unlocking select itineraries
and driving experiences. Because, as
Morichini insists, “good things come to
those who drive.” – ISABELLA SULLIVAN
Weeklong drives for two from about
AED 60,000; thedriversclub.it
Clockwise from top left: Exploring the
mountains of Sardinia; the romantic winding
roads of Tuscany; coastal driving in Sardinia
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